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MAHAIN MORNING

http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/martin_morning.14027.htm

Children (Animation)

Language: English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Chinese

Director: Jacky Breutdeus

Writer: Claude Prothee, Raynald De Leo, Sophie Decroiset, Jean-René Francois, Bruno Merle etc.

Producer: Les Cartonneurs, France

Co-production partners: Les Cartonneurs, ZDF Enterprises, ZDF

Delivery Status: available

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France

Martin seems to be just a normal nine-year-old boy but in truth he is not the average little boy at all.

HERE COMES KALLE

http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/da_kommt_kalle.13028.htm

Family, Daily

Language: German, German with English Subtitles

Director: John Delfbridge, Ulrike Hamaecher, Bodo Schwarz

Writer: various

Producer: Network Movie, Germany

Key Cast: Katharina Schubert, a dog named Kalle, Markus Knuftken, ...

Delivery Status: available

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany

A dog, children, humor, excitement - this family program has it all!

CHINA'S GREAT WALL

http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/china_s_great_wall.13890.htm

Documentary

Language: German, English

Director: Christian Twente

Writer: Christian Twente

Producer: Uwe Dohr, Gruppe 5 Filmproduktion, Germany for ZDF

Co-production partners: NatGeo

Channels Int., SBS-TV, ZDF Enterprises

Delivery Status: available

Budget approx. 2.5 Million CHF

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany

You won't find China's Great Wall among the list of the Wonders of the World. Yet it is one of mankind's most magnificent achievements, its story reaching back beyond historical times.
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